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Abstract—Modeling many hydrological processes are difficult 
because of existence of so many parameters that effect each other 
and create complex systems.  So applying related software's can be 
useful to solve this problem. In this study, the average monthly 
temperature time series data of Urmia synoptic station in the period 
of 1951 to 2005 modeled and forecasted using SAMS2007 
software. Before modeling, applied time series controlled, 
normalized and stationarity tested. After preparing data parameters 
of model estimated and base on the Akaike test, best model 
selected and average temperature of studied station forecasted 
within the next 15 years. Correlation between actual and generated 
data approved the ability of time series model and applied 
software. Results showed ARMA (1,0) with the less AICC can be 
recommended to predict air temperature of Urmia synoptic station. 

Keywords—Time series modeling, air temperature, ARMA 
model, SAMS2007.  

INTRODUCTION 
Modeling time series is one of the useful methods for 

hydrological studies and water resources management. 
These models can be used to describe relationship between a 
large number of meteorological and hydrological 
parameters. It can be applied to predict hydrological factors 
such as river discharge, rainfall, humidity and air 
temperature. This subject is also important to optimization 
water resources systems like dams, rivers and groundwater. 
Air temperature is one of the main weather variables 
influencing water resources around the world that can be 
modeled by time series methods. Yousefi Rad et al. (2009) 
simulated hydrograph of Anjadan spring located on the 
south of Arak province in Iran using time series models. 
According to this study autoregressive-regression method by 
discharge and rainfall data can be useful in simulation 
hydrograph of karstic springs. Ghadampour et al. (1390) 
compared classical time series models and artificial 
intelligence method to determine groundwater level of 
Union Country region in the state of New Jersey and 
selected ARMA model among classical time series models. 
Shaghaghiyan et al. (2011) studied groundwater level of 
Shiraz plain in the south of Iran using fuzzy logic and time 
series analysis and concluded that ARMA model with the 

less error is selected model. Also stated that accuracy of 
models depends on the groundwater variations and location 
of stations.  

Hamidi et al. (2010) used SAMS2007 to forecast annual 
discharge of Maroon River at Aydnak station in the 
Khuzestan province of Iran. The main purpose of this study 
is to investigate ability of ARMA models in order toto 
modeling and forecasting monthly mean air temperature.    

MATERIALS and METHODS 

Study area  

Urmia is situated on a fertile plain called Urmia Plain, on 
western side of Lake Urmia and eastern side of Turkish. The 
city lies at an altitude of 1,330 m above sea level on the 
Shahar-Chay River with the area 42.7 km2. In this study, the 
mean monthly air temperature data from Urmia synoptic 
station in the period of 1951 to 2005 is used. This station is 
specified in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Characteristics of Urmia synoptic station 

Average  Parameter  
Time 
scale   

Data 
period  

Height 
(m)  

11.52  Temperature  Monthly  
1951-
2005  

1332 

 

The general form of the models.  Model 

 

Autoregressive 
(AR) 

 

Moving 
Average (MA)  

 

ARMA 

 

ARIMA 

Table 2 – Time series model equations 
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Time series modeling is done in five stages as: 1– 
Transformation of time series to the normal distribution and 
stationarity situation. 2- Estimation model parameters (Φ 
and θ) and plotting the correlation and the partial 
autocorrelation functions. 3- Determination order of models 
and selecting best model. 4- Goodness of fitted model. 5- 
Predicting time series using selected model. 

Transformation data to the stationary normal series  

Before modeling, it is necessary to identify factors of non-
stationarity and remove them from actual series in order to 
create normal and stationary series [2, 9]. Stationarity tests 
indicate effect of non-stationarity factors on time series and 
help to understand physical mechanisms of hydrological 
processes. In this order, EVIEWS software with the ADF 
and KPSS tests can be used to test non-stationarity of time 
series [3]. 

Non-stationary components: 

Trend is any changes in mean of the hydrological series 
over the time that can be modeled by various functions such 
as linear, power and exponential functions. In this order 
many statistical tests can be employed like turning points, 
Mann-Kendall and regression tests.  

 
Turning points test 

                        (1) 

                   (2) 

                         (3) 

In these equations, P is the number of turns and Var (p) is 
the variance of P. Turning point is the situation that any data 
is greater or smaller than next and pervious number.   
Z-value should be between -1.96 and +1.96 at the 5% 
significance level to detect no trend in the studied time 
series. 

Periodic component 
Periodic or cyclic component is existence of any 

frequently repeat in the different time scales like day, season 
and year. This means that the statistical properties of series 
changes periodically. Two main methods of determining the 
periodicity in  a time series  are  parametric  method  and 
spectral analysis method that uses Fourier series expansion. 
 

In the method of Fourier series expansion series of cosine 
and sine waves in different frequencies are used that should 
be used to determine the coefficients and parameters of 
these waves. 

 

         (4)  

                                              (5) 

                  (6) 

        (7) 

 is average of , Aj and Bj are Fourier 
coefficients, j is harmonic counter and h is the total 
number of harmonics, if ω be even it will be equal to 

and for odd numbers of ω,  it will be equal to  and 

ετ is random term of time series [5]. 

 Shift component  

Shift is a Jump or suddenly changes in the 
hydrological time series that maybe caused by natural 
disasters like forest fires, volcano and human changes 
in the nature such as dam construction and water 
diversion. Shift component is a stochastic 
hydrological variable and should be removed from 
time series before any modeling. 

Stochastic component 

The most important variable in the modeling time series is 
stochastic component that can be estimated using (4-1) 
equation. Easiest method of random test is a non-parametric 
statistical test that was originally developed by Wald-
Wolfowitz [5]. 

Xt=(Tt+Pt)+(Jt+Rt)                     (8)    

                                           (9) 

                   (10     )  

In this equation, Xt is time series, Tt trend component, Pt 
periodic component, Jt shift component, Rt stochastic 
component and na is number of data smaller than median 
index, nb number of data bigger than central tendency index. 
Z-value is compared in the significant levels of 90, 95 and 
99 percents. 

Normality of time series 

In the application of statistical theories of hydrological 
time series modeling the main assumption is that time series 
follow normal distribution. Since many time series are not 
normal, therefore it is necessary to transform data to normal 
distribution using different transform functions such as 
logarithmic, square root, exponential, Box-Cox and Yu- 
Johnson functions. The best transformation function can be 
selected according to the skewness coefficient of 
transformed series. Chi square and skewness test applied to 
test normality of series. In the skewness coefficient test if 
samples are more than 150 then acceptable range of 
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skewness coefficient should be between   and for 

samples less than 150, used table 3. If  then the 
normality assumption is accepted. 

Table 3 –Values of   for the normality test of time series   

N25 30  35  40  45  50  60  
0.02=α  1.061  ٠.٩٨۶  ٠.٨٢  ٠.٨٧٠  ٠.٩٢٣۵  ٠.٧٢٣  ٠.٧٨٧  
0.1=α  ٠ ٠.٧١١.۶۶٠  ٢.۶٠  ٢١.۵٠  ٨٧.۵۵٠  ٨.۵٣۴  ٠.۴٩٢  

N  ١٢  ١٠٠  ٩٠  ٨٠  ٧٠۵  ١۵١٧  ٠۵  
0.02=α  ٠.۶٠  ٧٣.۶٠  ٣١.۵٩۶  ٠.۵۶٠  ٧.۵٠  ٠٨.۴۶۴  ٠.۴٣٠  
0.1=α  ٠.۴۵٠  ٩.۴٠  ٣٢.۴٠.٣  ٠.٣٨٩  ٠٩۵٠.٢٨٩  ٠.٣٢١  ٠  

 

Logarithmic transformation 

     (11) 

Root square transformation  

      (12) 

Exponential transformation 

  (13) 

Coefficient of skewness 

     (14) 

Coefficient of skewness 

      (15) 

Variance  

      (16) 

Where a, b and c are parameters of model that are 
estimated by trial and error method and τ is variance of 
data. [6] 

1.3 Adequacy of data test 

I the design and analysis of water resources systems such 
as dams, canals, irrigation facilities and other water 
resources studies it is needed to have adequate time series to 
analyze events such as droughts and wet years. If the time 
series contains these events are not enough, then the results 
of the analysis and modeling can lead to failure in the design 
and analysis of water resources systems. When in the time 
series you need more data to see extreme values the time 
series called long-memory otherwise, it will be time series 
with short-term memory. In order to control adequacy and 
memory of the time series Hurst coefficient is applied. Hurst 
used this coefficient to test adequacy of river discharge flow 

in order to modeling reservoir. Hurst coefficient is 
calculated as follows: 

1 - Average (X̅) and standard deviation (SX) of time series 
is calculated. 

2 - Cumulative deviations from the mean of time series is 
calculated as. 

S1=X1-X̅  

S2=X1+X2-2X̅ 

              S3= X1+X2+X3-3X̅                    (17)             

:    :   :   

SN=0 

 

3- The maximum positive deviation (S+) from is obtained. 

                                S+=SMAX(S1,S2,S3,…,SN)     (18)   

4- The minimum of positive deviation (S-) from the 
mean is determined. 

S-=SMIN (S1, S2, S3, …, SN)         (19) 

   (20) 

5- The Hurst coefficient is obtained as follows: 

                                        (21) 

According to the Hurst studies on a large number of 
hydrologic time series data, he concluded that if the Hurst 
coefficient is larger than 0.5, the time series length is 
adequate for modeling and if this coefficient close to 1 there 
is no need for lengthening time series data. [6] 

 The second stage of modeling time series: Estimation 
parameters of model (Φ and θ) and plotting the 
autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function. 
In this study parameters of model calculated and ACF and 
PACF graphs of mean monthly air temperature plotted using 
SAMS2007 software. 

Autocorrelation function coefficients with K lags: 

  (22) 

Partial autocorrelation function coefficients  

       (23)       

The third stage of time-series modeling 
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Determining order of model and selecting best model 
using Akaike criterion test (AICC) as follows [1, 5]: 

                 (24) 

  4 - The fourth stage time of series modeling: 

Goodness of fitted model shows how significant the 
selected model is that different methods presented in this 
order such as Porte Manteo test, chi-square test, the 
frequency coefficient method, graphical method and the 
method of least squares fitting [6, 5]. 

 

1 - Root Mean Square Error: 

  (25) 

2 - Chi-square test 

      (26)     

Where Oi is observed and Pi predicted data. After 
calculating the chi-square values  using degrees of freedom 
and confidence, chi-square value is compared with the data 
of table [6]. 

Generate and forecast time series using final model 

In this stage, using equation of final ARMA model and 
standard normalized random variables time series of mean 
air temperature forecasted until next 15 years. 

Results and Discussion 

Before modeling time series of mean air temperature for 
period of 55 years, normality, stationarity, shift, 
randomness of series tested. Results presented in the 
figures 1 to 3 and tables 4 and 5. Time series normalized 
at the significant 5% level by transformation function 
y=(x+a)b Where, a= -7.99 and b=1.25. According to the 
table 6, it can be seen that the random test of data was 
accepted at the 90% significance level. 

 

Figure 1 - The normality test  

Table 4 – Stationary test  

z Var(p)  E(p)  P  
-1.626 9.456  35 30  

  

     

Figure 2 - Time series of monthly mean air temperature 

          

Figure 3 – Cumulative temperature over the years to testing shift  

Table 5 - Evaluation randomness of data 

Z R rb  ra nb na

-0.953 25  13  12  28  27  

After preparing and testing data ARMA time series models fitted. Results of fitting models presented in the figure 6. 

Results showed ARMA (1, 0) was selected as the best model. The equation of selected ARMA model is: 
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Parameters of model estimated by SAMS2007 software and ACF and PACF charts plotted as shown in figures 4 and 5. If 
ACF plot moves towards zero, it can be concluded the process is independent of its type [5]. According to the table 6, order 
of ARMA (1, 0) with minimum AICC equal to 26.638 selected as the best model. Goodness of fitted model indicated that 
selected model is accepted at 5% significant level. Goodness of fit test result show in Table 7. Also selected model employed 
to predict time series and compared with actual data. Figure 6 show correlations between actual and predicted data and in 
figure 7 actual and predicted series compared and air temperature forecasted for the next 15 years. 

Table 6 – ARMA Model coefficients  

AICC THT-4  THT-3  THT-2  THT-1  PHI-4  PHI-3  PHI-2  PHI-1  Model  

26.683        0.668324 )ARMA(1,0 

28.882       0.027297 0.65008 ARMA(2,0) 

30.428      0.118951 -0.05003 0.646833 ARMA(3,0) 

32.83     0.020171 0.105904 -0.04902 0.644434 ARMA(4,0) 

30.343   0.173261 0.189437    0.832026 ARMA(1,2) 

63.444   -0.26297 -0.51052     ARMA(0,2) 

32.795   0.175569 0.130569   0.039864 0.774329 ARMA(3,2) 

35.353   0.022091 0.164708  0.099987 -0.13371 35.353 ARMA(3,2) 

  

Figure 4 - Autocorrelation function (ACF) of series  

  

Figure 5 - Partial autocorrelation function (PACF) of series 

  

Figure 6 - Correlation between predicted and actual data  

  

Figure 7 – Comparing forecasted and actual data  
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Table 7 – Goodness of fit test for ARMA (1,0) model by 
chi-square test 

Computed value at 5% level  Value of table   
43.75  58  

 

 

Conclusions and recommendations 

Generated and simulated series can be applied for studying 
drought, flood, optimizing reservoir system operation, 
design capacity of water supply systems and many other 
purposes [11 and 12]. In time series modeling, minimum 
AICC and comparing predicted and actual data should be 
used for selecting model together as used in Shaghaghiyan 
et al. (2011) study. Hamidi et al. (2010) showed SAMS2007 
software can be applied to hydrological time series 
modeling and forecasting especially ARMA models that is 
in accordance with the results of this study.In this study 
mean monthly air temperature of Urmia synoptic station 
modeled and used to forecast next 15 years. As results 
showed temperature decreases in 2005 and then will 
increase until 2009 and then it is expected that continue to 
decrease until 2014 and increase until 2020. According to 
the results air temperature variations in the next years may 
cause to have cold winters and precipitations as the shape of 
snow but more studies needed to reply this problem exactly. 
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